
CRYO POD TAPES
S C I E N C E  F I C T I O N  S T O R Y T E L L I N G  P O D C A S T

ABOUT CRYO POD TAPES
Cryo Pod Tapes is a fictional anthology podcast that is
dedicated to creating immersive worlds of Cosmic
Horror and Space Horror short stories submitted by
authors and writers by using a combination of
compelling narration, engaging sound design and
original story tailored music. If you enjoy listening to
stories with a common theme of the bleak unknown,
stories that delve into the realm of what "is" and what
"isn't", then this podcast is certainly for you. After all,
in the Cryo Pod Tapes, all that is, is you.

HISTORY

Cryo pod tapes is a passion project that was born from the idea of Ted Huggins
wanting to create a podcast focused on the intricate genre of cosmic horror and
showcase the works of lesser known cosmic horror writers and enhance their stories
with the help of narration, sound design and  original music. 

WHO IS CRYO POD TAPES FOR?

Cryo Pod Tapes is for mostly mature enthusiasts who enjoy immersive auditory
experiences of horrifying, dark and bleak tales in the styles of Cosmic Horror,  Space
Horror, Sci Fi Horror and Lovecraftian style Horror. Due to the explicit nature of most
of these stories, this podcast is not recommended for younger audiences.

WHY LISTEN TO CRYO POD TAPES?

Cryo Pod Tapes provides fresh new original literature from the minds of many with
every new episode. Cyro Pod Tapes is a love letter to all the great Cosmic Horror stories
that exist in many mediums which include movies like Alien and The Thing, video
games like Bloodborne and literature by H.P Lovecraft. So if you love any of those, this
podcast is for you.



ABOUT THE CREATOR 
Ted Huggins is an audio engineer and voiceover artist
with a background of recording and producing music and
acting in theatre. He has been a huge fan of the Cosmic
Horror genre since first discovering H.P Lovecraft nearly
6 years ago and coincidently, has a special fascination
with creating horror soundscapes. So after nearly a year
coming up with the concept, Ted Huggins released his
passion project the Cosmic Horror Podcast, Cryo Pod
Tapes on April 7th 2021 of which he provides the
narration, sound design and original music which is
written to each new story and episode.

CRYO POD TAPES LINKSTED'S LINKS

tedhuggins@outlook.com cryopodtapespodcast@gmail.com

tedhugginsaudio.com https://www.cryopodtapes.com/

LISTEN TO THE PODCAST TRAILER HERE

Ted Huggins's LinkedIn

Ted Huggins's Facebook Page Cryo Pod Tapes Facebook Page

Ted Huggins's Instagram

https://www.facebook.com/TedHugginsVOAudioMusic
https://www.facebook.com/CryoPodTapesPodcast
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ted-hugginsvoam/
http://www.tedhugginsaudio.com/
https://www.cryopodtapes.com/
https://www.cryopodtapes.com/1747274/8259173-cryo-pod-tapes-podcast-trailer
https://www.instagram.com/teddysvoices/

